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About NICE RPA
NICE has been setting industry-wide standards in Robotic Process Automation domain 
for over 20 years. NEVA is NICE’s innovative, fully integrated AI-powered automation 
platform. It unlocks the full power of RPA, combining the best of attended automation 
with the advantages of RPA and AI-based process discovery grounded in real data and 
insights. It enables intelligent process optimization while unleashing employees’ 
potential to ensure exceptional customer experiences. We develop and manage our 
automation suite from a single platform, hold the largest scale automation projects in 
the market, and are known for driving digital transformation across the enterprise.

AUTOMATION
FOR THE PEOPLE



Across industries, organizations rely on routine, repetitive 
processes to achieve their business goals. 

These mundane, everyday processes keep the business 

an insurance claim, adding a new employee to IT systems 

employees to navigate between various systems, copying and 
pasting as they go. 

By and large, your employees would rather not have to execute 

can cause an employee to miss SLAs or fall short of KPIs. With so 

and happier customers and employees. They are realizing 

Automation Solutions.

• Identify
• Optimize
• Measure

SIMPLICITY, FLEXIBILITY 
AND EFFICIENCY WITH 
NICE ROBOTIC PROCESS 
AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

Utilizing a powerful Task Mining
activities and processes are monitored, to deliver actionable 
insights. Powered by unsupervised machine learning, it helps 
identify the processes that are the best candidates for process 
automation and guidance. This solution, named NEVA Discover, 
evaluates the applications and tasks your employees do every 

processes. It uncovers best practices and the optimal process 

guidance provided.

 
 

 



 
 

 
ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION  
Server-based unattended robots automate complete 

Processes vary by industry and by role and include tasks like 

NICE RPA automates all the steps needed 
to perform the task, freeing employees to focus on other 

is also referred to as unattended automation.

ATTENDED BOTS 

repetitive desktop tasks and provide accurate information 
NEVA provides 

and accurately. As a result, employees can focus on more 
engaging tasks and on providing a great customer experience, 
rather than on processes and systems. This type of automation 
is also referred to as attended automation.

Manual NEVA Assist NEVA Unattended



MANAGE A 
ROBOTIC 
WORKFORCE 
WITH EASE • 
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a human workforce does. You want to ensure that your robots 
are executing processes flawlessly, and in a timely manner.

NEVA Control is a centralized management (robots control 
Room) that monitors the livelihood of the system and allocates 
robotic resources based on your needs at any given time. It is 
fully scalable, providing real-time visibility and control.

and the overall volume of work being executed by the robots. 
This is all visible in a single screen view. The system tracks task 
successes and failures and provides alerts when a supervisor 
needs to get involved. 
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intelligence technologies. Our process automation robots 
can learn, understand and execute processes based on 

agents to chat and voice bots, providing end-to-end service 
by performing back-end actions in real time.

Process automation is rarely a one-time opportunity; rather, it 

identify automatable processes and then automate and 
monitor them. They provide insight into additional areas in which 
productivity can be improved. By freeing your people to focus 
on more engaging, higher-value activities, you can optimize 
your organization, for a very real competitive advantage.


